
Monday, 25th of September 2017, Kiev 
Optional pre-conference events 
 
 Walking tour “Pechersk Hills: the neighbourhood of power, luxury and 

historical memory”  
Starts at 4 p.m.  
Meeting point: Metro station “Arsenalna” (Red line), outside, near the entrance to 
the metro station 
Free of charge 
 

Pechersk is the most prestigious neighbourhood in Kiev which consists of the Government quarter 
with President’s Office, Parliament, Cabinet of Ministers, National Bank, Supreme Court and other 
important government buildings. At the same time, the district hosts the upmarket Lipki area, with its 
’aristocratic’ and Soviet elite buildings, ancient monasteries and churches (Kiev-Pechersk Lavra in 
particular), interesting examples of Art Nouveau and constructivism, plenty of green spaces and great 
view on the Left Bank, and new high rise business centres. Also, the area is important for collective 
memory, with the Square of Glory (to commemorate the Second World War), the Memorial for the 
Holodomor (artificial famine) victims, and the Memorial for the Heroes of the Heavenly Hundred (the 
Euromaidan participants who were killed during the antigovernment protests in 2014). 
 

     

    
  



Walking tour “Between Uptown and Downtown”  

Starts at 4 p.m.  
Meeting point: Sophia Square, near monument to Bohdan Khmelnytskyi  
Free of charge 

 
The Upper Town is a Kiev’s historical core (Old Town) which is a mix of Medieval ‘Princes’ City’ with 
Sofia cathedral, Golden Gates, etc., quarters from the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries (including the 
so called Latin Quarter around Kiev University) and Soviet-time buildings. The Lower Town is 
historically an area of commerce Podil (literally “Lowland”), and it has evolved into the partially 
gentrified neighbourhood, housing a river port, wholesale, retail markets and shops.  
The way from the Upper Town to Downtown runs via the Andriivskyi descent art street, which   
contains numerous historical attractions, particularly St. Andrew’s Church, Mikhail Bulgakov’s house-
museum, the Castle of Richard the Lionheart, and other monuments and places.  
On the way from Upper to Lower Town you will also find the historical handicraft area (mostly potters 
and skinners) Vozdvyzhenka, nowadays advertised by developers as a neighbourhood for wealthy 
people, characterized by brightly coloured mock-19th-Century-style luxury mansions – which 
constitute, really, a quasi-ghost town with largely deserted streets that attract curious flâneurs, wedding 
photo sessions, and occasional music video shoots. 
 

   
 

     
 
 

  



Pre-conference informal gathering 
7 p.m., ‘Puzata Khata’ Restaurant 
2/1, Kontraktova Square  

 Not included in CAT-ference fee 

 
 
Tuesday, 26th of September 2017, Kiev 
Conference event  

 
Conference dinner  
8 p.m., Restaurant “Rukkola” 
24, Khreshchatyk Street  
Free of charge  

 

Thursday, 28th of September 2017, Dnipro 
Conference events 
 
 Excursion “Urban historical memory” to Menorah Centre  

Starts at 9:30 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. 
Meeting point: Menorah Centre, near Tourist Information Centre 
4/26, Sholom-Aleichem Street 
Free of charge  

 
The Menorah is a cultural and business centre of the Jewish community, one of the biggest in the 
world. The Centre is built in the shape of a seven-branched synagogue candelabrum (menorah), each 
represented by a marble tower, the tallest of which being 20 stories high. It includes a synagogue, 
museums, office premises, shopping spaces, a publishing house, art galleries, kosher restaurants and 
cafes, conference halls, hotels, a library, classrooms, etc.  
The Museum of Jewish Memory and Holocaust in Ukraine is the world’s third largest memorial 
complex area dedicated to the memory of Holocaust. It comprises four main halls, in particular the Hall 
of traditional Jewish life in cities and towns.  
On the observation deck of the 18th floor there is a wonderful panoramic view of the city.  
 
 

   
 

  



Walking tour “Dnipro – gentrifying industrial city on the geopolitical 
faultline” 
Starts at 9:30 and 11:30 a.m. 
Meeting point: Lobby of the Hotel ‘Dnipropetrovsk’ (9:30) or Menorah Centre, 
near Tourist Information Center (11:30) 
4/26, Sholom-Aleichem Street 
Free of charge  
 

With a population near the one million mark, Dnipro is one of the largest industrial centres in Eastern 
Europe, and it is a key city in the country’s geopolitical strategy. Its past as “rocket city” adds a unique 
Soviet hi-tech flavoured legacy. 
Gentrified in 2004, pedestrian Katerynoslavsky Boulevard is a favorite among city dwellers, named as a 
‘corner of Europe in Dnipro’. There is a monument to the ’Unknown Oligarch’.  
The residential complex ‘Bashty’ (‘Towers’) is a pioneer in a new era of skyscraper construction in 
Ukraine, which was later accompanied by other residential complexes – ‘Walls’, ‘Amsterdam’, etc.  
The three-year-old war transformed Dnipro into a bastion of Ukrainian unity and independence, 
perhaps defying initial expectations among observers of the region. This transformation makes Dnipro 
an entirely logical site for Ukraine’s first museum dedicated to the Anti-Terrorist Operation (ATO). 
Dnipro’s ATO Museum is unusual in trying to tell the story of a conflict that is still underway.  
 
 

   
 

 
 

  



Friday, 29th of September 2017, Dnipro 
Conference events 
 

One-day bus field trip to Kryvyi Rih  
Living Dnipro at 6:30 a.m., arriving back at 5 p.m. 
Meeting point: Lobby of the Hotel ‘Dnipropetrovsk’ 
33, Sicheslavska naberezhna str. 
Visiting mining quarry and other industrial heritage sites  
Free of charge  

 
Krivyi Rih is a metallurgical centre of Ukraine, and the largest city in the country lacking the functions 
of regional administrative centre. Krivyi Rih is an example of an extremely interesting city in terms of 
the preservation of the existing production base, combined with unfavourable demographic trends and 
environmental issues.  
The city has a specific spatial planning structure, stretching over 120 km along the iron ore basin, with 
unique industrial facilities. Kryvyi Rih is an ‘industrial pearl of Ukraine’, 'iron heart of Ukraine', ‘red 
city’. 
Southern iron ore mining and processing enterprise quarry is a unique and exciting spectacle created by 
miners with length of 3 km, width – more than 2.5 km, and 400 m in depth (25 levels). One can visit 
observation deck and go down to the quarry on specially equipped cars.  

 

   
 

 
3-hour bus field trip to Dnipro industrial zone  
Starts at 10 a.m. 
Meeting point: Lobby of Hotel ‘Dnipropetrovsk’ 
33, Sicheslavska naberezhna str. 
Visiting newbuild ‘Interpipe Steel’ enterprise and old industrial zone 
Free of charge  
 

Dnipro is a major industrial centre of Ukraine with developed heavy industry that produces a wide 
range of products, including cast-iron, rolled metal, pipes, machinery, different mining combines, 
agricultural equipment, trolleybuses, etc. Metals and metallurgy are the city’s core industry in terms of 
output. 
‘Interpipe Steel’ is the first metallurgical plant built in Ukraine from the scratch for almost half a 
century, and the largest electric steel-melting complex for production of round steel billets in Eastern 
Europe. ‘Interpipe Steel’ has been designed to produce pipe and wheel with its own steel billets. The 
mill implemented a new metallurgical production philosophy combining innovative steel-melting 
technologies, a new approach to the production culture, and contemporary art installations by Olafur 
Eliasson. 

 



 
 

      
 

     
 

 

Saturday, 30th of September 2017, Kiev 
Optional post-conference events 
 

One-day field trip to Chernobyl zone  
Leaving Kiev at 8.00 a.m., arriving back at 7.30 - 8.30 p.m. 
Meeting point: tba 
ca. 80 euro 

 
Chernobyl is perhaps the best known Ukrainian phenomenon. The main objects to be visited are the 
Chernobyl Zone with the nuclear power plant,  which no longer produces energy, and the ghost town 
of Pripyat (like a time machine, it allows you to admire a (model) socialist city frozen in time). Other 
interesting places are the bypass road to the nuclear power station around the town of Chernobyl, 
which was built a month after the accident to facilitate the traffic of military vehicles; the almost fully 
buried village of Kopachi, with a remaining kindergarten; the Sarcophagus and the New Safe 
Confinement (‘Arch‘); a fire station, the crew arrived first to extinguish the fire at the power station 
after the explosion; the memorial "Life for Life”; a cooling pond; the secret Soviet object Chernobyl-2 

(a gigantic transmitter and receiver of the radar system Duga, that was used for anti-missile defence, 
space surveillance and communication, and research); the memorial ’To Those who Saved the World’; 
and an open-air exhibition of transport vehicles and robots used in 1986 for cleaning activities.  
Visiting the Chernobyl zone does not pose any threat to your health. 

https://www.chernobyl-tour.com/tours_to_the_chernobyl-2_duga-1_en.html
https://www.chernobyl-tour.com/tours_to_the_chernobyl-2_duga-1_en.html
https://www.chernobyl-tour.com/tours_to_the_chernobyl-2_duga-1_en.html


 

   
 
 

3-hour excursion to Kiev Pechersk Lavra  
Starts at 10 a.m. 
Meeting point: 21, Lavrska Street, near the Gate Church of the Trinity  
ca. 10 euro 

 
The Kiev Pechersk Lavra is the oldest Orthodox monastery in Ukraine, originating from the Kievan 
Rus times. A ‘lavra’ is a senior monastery, while ‘pechera’ means 'cave'. Over the centuries Kiev 
Pechersk Lavra attracted numerous hermits and a multitude of pilgrims. Beautiful stone churches 
decorated with drawings, as well as cells, towers and other buildings arose here. The Lavra played a 
major role in the history of Ukraine and Eastern Europe. 
Kiev Pechersk Lavra is registered as a UNESCO World Heritage site. It’s one of the largest museums 
in Kiev. The exposition is the actual ensemble of the Upper (Near Caves) and Lower (Far Caves) areas, 
which house many architectural relics of the past. The collection within the churches and caves includes 
articles of precious metal, prints, higher clergy portraits and rare church hierarchy photographs.  

 

       
 


